
I am interested in 

Women

Men

Other
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No Gender Preference



If I could use one 
positive attribute to 

describe myself, it would be: 

Nerdy

Caring

Artistic
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Trustworthy

Intellectual 



The insecurity below that
resonates with me the most is: 

People's skills need work

I'm attached to my phone

I'm often pessimistic 
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I'm indecisive

I'm too hard on myself



My favorite thing to do when I
get home from work is: 

Check my social media

Do something creative (draw)

Spend time with family
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Watch Netflix or TV show

Relax, I'm exhausted



I would describe 
my personal style as

Sleek or classic

Cute, easy to maintain 

Smart, trendy
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Comfortable, not too fussy

Unique, different



My main purpose in life is: 

Have as much fun as possible

Be kind to others & myself 

Achieve success in my career 
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Be there for my family

Make a difference in the world



Which best describes 
your ideal date

A fancy dinner

A walk on the beach

Staying in & watching a movie 
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Weekend getaway

A morning hike



The best thing you have 
going on in your life is:

Your humor

Your looks

Your career
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Your personality

Not much



What's the first thing you 
look for in a partner:

Looks

Humor

Intelligence
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Confidence

Accomplishments



How would you describe 
your music choice: 

R&B

Classical

Rock
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Pop

Country



What pets would you prefer:

Dog

Cat

Fish
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Bird

No pets



Your favorite season:

Winter

Spring

Summer
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Fall

Any



I wash dishes:

As soon as I make them dirty

As soon as the dishwasher is full

As soon as the sink is full
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When I can't stand the smell 

Never



my ideal home is:

In the suburbs

An art studio in soho

A penthouse apartment
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Beachfront property

Farmhouse in Vermont



my ideal vacation is:

Paris

Cancun

A cabin in the woods
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Camping

A cruise



my ideal vacation is:

Paris

Cancun

A cabin in the woods
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Camping

A cruise



my favorite form of exercise:

Jogging

Cycling

Frisbee on the beach
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kick boxing at the gym

None, I prefer the couch 



I am a:

Democrat

Republican

Independent
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Undecided

No politics please!



my ideal match would be:

African-American

Asian

Hispanic
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White

Other (please list)



my ideal match would come from
the following grad school:

Business

Medical/Dental

Law
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Government

Design



my ideal match would have:

No children

0-2 Children 

0-2 Children not at home
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I love children

Don't care



my ideal match would be:

Catholic

Jewish

Protestant
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Buddhist 

Other religion



Sunday's are for:

Church

Fitness

Hangovers
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Mimosa's

Coffee at my favorite cafe 



share something about yourself
your ideal match should know 
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what do you value 
most in a relationship?
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